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Abstract— Now-a-days as we can see demand for lawyers 

has increased highly because of some wanted or unwanted 

events happen in each human-beings life. On the other hand, 

it is said that “to live a lawyer’s life you require high 

patience and desire to live most miserable life”. Meaning, 

lawyers has to handle lot of clients, cases has to remember 

everything. So here we are providing an application, so that 

with just a click lawyer can get almost everything that he 

wants about his clients their various cases, he doesn’t need 

to remember everything. It’s actually something that we can 

contribute to society indirectly. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Now-a-days as we can see demand for lawyers has increased 

highly because of some wanted unwanted events happen in 

each human-beings life. On the other hand, it is said that “to 

live a lawyer’s life you require high patience and desire to 

live most miserable life”. Meaning, lawyers has to handle lot 

of clients, cases has to remember everything. So here we are 

providing an application, so that with just a click lawyer can 

get almost everything that he wants about his clients their 

various cases, he doesn’t need to remember everything. It’s 

actually something that we can contribute to society 

indirectly 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Now-a-days as we can see demand for lawyers has increased 

highly because of some wanted or unwanted events happen 

in each human-beings life. On the other hand ,it is  said that 

“to live a lawyer’s life you require high patience and desire 

to live most miserable life”. Meaning, lawyers has to handle 

lot of clients, cases has to remember everything So, here we 

are providing an application, so that with just a click lawyer 

can get almost everything that he wants about his clients & 

their various cases, he doesn’t need to remember everything. 

Its actually something that we can contribute to society 

indirectly. 

III. RELATED WORK  

The sticky notes or the diary used to maintain the date of 

cases. 

The information about the client and detain about 

case is manually maintained in the computer and it’s not 

handy 

A. Hardware Interface 

 Minimal requirement for hardware is to have Android 

smart phone with valid internet connection, gps 

tracking. 

 Minimum ram requirement is 400mb. 

B. Software Interface 

 Specify the use of other required software products and 

interfaces with other application systems.   

IV. AIMS & OBJECTIVE 

 To provide a means for the client information to lawyer 

immediate. 

 To provide immediate storage and retrieval of data and 

information. 

V. SYSTEM REQUIREMENT 

Android, This word means a lot in present High-Tech 

World. Today Smartphone are known for its operating 

system which is Android. Earlier there is no option for 

operating systems like Android in mobile, as usual there are 

Symbian, java featured operating systems but today things 

had changed a lot, everyone wants a Smartphone which is 

functioned on Android only. In a very short span of time 

android created a reputed place in the market. What is 

this Android actually? Android is a software cluster for 

mobile devices that includes an operating system OS, key 

applications and middleware. The Android SDK provides 

the tools and APIs required to begin developing applications 

on the Android platform using the Java programming 

language. About the design, Kernel of Android is based on 

Linux kernel and further furnished by Google. 

VI. PROPOSED SYSTEM  

Now-a-days as we can see demand for lawyers has increased 

highly because of some wanted or unwanted events happen 

in each human-beings life. On the other hand, it is said that 

“to live a lawyer’s life you require high patience and desire 

to live most miserable life”. Meaning, lawyers has to handle 

lot of clients, cases has to remember everything So, here we 

are providing an application, so that with just a click lawyer 

can get almost everything that he wants about his clients & 

their various cases, he doesn’t need to remember everything. 

Its actually something that we can contribute to society 

indirectly. 

VII. METHODOLOGY 

lawyers has to handle lot of clients, cases has to remember 

everything So, here we are providing an application, so that 

with just a click lawyer can get almost everything that he 

wants about his clients & their various cases, he doesn’t 

need to remember everything. Its actually something that we 

can contribute to society indirectly. 

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE 

 Online Chatting 

 Online backup of data in case if data is lost 

 Build huge platform for number of lawyers  

IX. CONCLUSION 

We observed problems around us, we tried to solve that 

problems and we have given solution by successfully 
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developing an android app that any smartphone holder can 

use known as LAW-SUITS 

In today’s life lawyers are too busy in their work 

they have number of cases and those cases have different 

date all those date or they write down manually in diary to 

solve this problems and we have given solution by 

successfully developing an android app that any smartphone 

holder can use known as LAW-SUITS. 
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